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Hairloss?
Discover Stop&Grow


Fight hair loss and reactivate 
hair growth successfully!
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FIGHTS HAIRLOSS FAST
AND EFFECTIVE


After a few weeks my hairloss has disappeared
almost completely.
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STIMULATES GROWTH
OF NEW HAIR


My hair has become so much 
fuller – incredible!
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OUR PATIENTS
RESULTS


	Up to 23% visibly more hair volume in 90 days!
	7x more effective than the currently most frequently used active hair growth substance!
	Scientifically proven!
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Now
available


Exclusively at your HAIRDREAMS PARTNER.
Find a partner salon near you!
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STOP & GROW
Effect



Hairdreams has successfully developed a new anti hair loss therapy in cooperation with scientists, doctors and universities, achieving outstanding results.
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STUDY BY UNIVERSITY OF LÜBECK

Cell division responsible for hair growth was stimulated and as a result hair growth increased by up to 30%.
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Our products

The „PHT Elixir“ is the most important component of the Stop&Grow product line.
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Salonfinder

Visit our salonfinder and find your closest partner salon to get your Stop&Grow treatment.
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How
does it work?






First consultation






Therapy Plan






In Salon Treatment






Home Treatment








1. First consultation

2. Therapy Plan

3. In Salon Treatment

4. Home Treatment





1. First consultation without any obligation: scan of the scalp and analysis of the hair condition





2. We have a wide array of products, because hair loss is not always the same. Intensive or light treatment, our salon’s expert will provide you with  the plan that suits you best, to fight the hair loss successfully.





3. Powerful in salon treatment to deeply clean and balance the scalp. The power of the Eucalyptus and Tea Tree detoxify the scalp, setting the follicles free. A clean and balanced scalp is the most important step for a new and healthy hair growth.





4. The prerequisite for the success of the therapy is the permanent -usually daily-  home application. Every customer receives an individual therapy plan.
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STOP & GROW
PRODUCTS



One formula, 5 Products, the most effective active ingredient ever…

Find out more about the amazing benefits of the Stop&Grow Products
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PHT
Elixir

The most powerful treatment against the intensive, genetic hair loss
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PHT Concentrate

The Hair Loss ain’t always the same, this is the perfect product for the seasonal hair loss
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PHT
Tonic

The sooner the better, prevent the hair loss with our PHT Tonic
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PHT VOLUMEUP
SHAMPOO MOUSSE

Gentle and Powerful at the same time
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PHT VOLUMEUP
SPRAY

Adding immediate volume to your roots has never been so easy
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STOP & GROW
TESTIMONIALS



Hairdreams Stop&Grow doesn’t only give volume. Each addtional hair increases the client’s self esteem and brings back the “Joie de Vivre” they have lost.
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Noel Geronimo K.


"I am only 29 years old and my hair is thinning and lessening every year. I hope that this miracle product can make my hair thicker and lessen the fallout.“
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Daniel P.


"Hello, my name is Daniel P. and I am suffering from strong hair loss. I have already tried every single product on the market but nothing helped. I'm only 28 years old and I'm saddened that I have to suffer from hair loss already."
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Torsten F.


"I suffer from hair loss… . And you can help me. I am struggling especially  with thinning on the back of my head and receding hairline."
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More Results


See more results.
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